Analysis of Dress Pattern of Body Fitting Without Waist Dart on Chiffon Fabrics
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Abstract—The type of research used is descriptive by using qualitative approach with observation technique, interview, and documentation method. Objects in this study were the forms of dresses. They consisted of 3 models, each model consisted of 8 dresses. The total objects were 24 dresses. The results of the study of Dress Model I, II, and III, viewed from: (1) the position of the dress fitting factor, not fit on the waist line, neck size, and armscye; (2) using the waist dart at the front; and (3) in terms of the position of wise grain chiffon fabric, used length wise grain. Position of the wise grain of the chiffon fabric from the waistline until the lower part of the dress does not have drapeability. Based on the result of the study above, we recommend that the pattern of body fitting dress uses waist dart. If without the waist dart, it is suitable to use stretch fabrics, if using chiffon or other non-stretch fabric, the pattern is placed on true bias when cutting the cloth.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Patterns of clothing are pieces of cloth or paper that are used as a basic for making clothing when the cloth is cut. The piece of cloth or paper follows the size of a person's body and a particular model/design. Before making a pattern of clothing that suits the size of the body and a particular model, a basic pattern of clothing must be created. Based on the manufacture technique, the archetype is divided into two kinds: flat technique pattern and draping technique pattern.

The basic pattern of clothing seen from the pattern type consists of construction patterns, standard patterns, and print patterns. The pattern of construction is made based on the size of a person's body, and drawn with mathematical calculations in accordance with their respective construction pattern system (Ernawati, 2008: 222). The basic pattern of clothing is a pattern used as a basis for pattern drafting models used for various body shapes of women, but in reality each pattern system has its own advantages and disadvantages, as Prahasuti (2004: 20) that seen from the fitting factor of the so-en system is not suitable for tall thin women and short skinny, while for dressmaking system is not suitable for the body of a short stout woman. Andriyanti’s (2009: 58) concludes that: “The weakness of the meyneke system pattern lies in the position of the shoulder line that tends to backward through the base of the arm, and the position of the front neckline is loose and bumpy”.

Similarly, the results of research Prahasuti (2012: 28) concluded, there is a difference position of the fitting point basic pattern women's clothing chartmant system on various body shapes of women. Fayoomy (2014) : “that, in reality there is no such thing as standard or perfect figure, the formulas for constructing basic flat pattern has designed and developed for the standard figure”. T. Bond (2000) that: “There are many difficulties in creating grade rules and alteration movements, especially for the bust suppression and the shaped sleeve”.

Based on some of the problems mentioned above, efforts should be made to create a fashion pattern in accordance with one's body shape, So the pattern appears. The pattern is based on a modified so-en system construction pattern in a certain part by doing some reduction, so as to obtain a pattern corresponding to the shape of a person’s body (Irianti, 2013: 206).

The base pattern of is an archetype that can be used to pattern drafting of various models, including dress patterns.

Preparation of dress pattern of body fitting without waist on the front pattern is a pattern that is designed so that from the front, line dart is not visible, dress pattern consists of 2 parts, the pattern of the front and back pattern, on each pattern The waist line has been added 3 cm for dart, so when the pattern of the front of the waist kennel folded, waist line size remains, but at the waist line more indented into. Thus it requires a dart at the waist, because all the fabric is flat, the couples used will make the flat cloth is formed in accordance with the shape/contour of the body. So dart is commonly used on clothes sutures as disclosed Johnson (2015) that: “All fabric is flat, but you already knew that part. What you may not know is darts are how flat fabric is shaped to the contours of the body. This is why darts are most prevalent in garment sewing”.

The wise grain and the type of fabric used to make the dress is very influential on the cutting of the dress. Fabrics for making dress fitting body without the waist, using cloth drapeability. Chiffon fabric has a drapeability characteristic and not stretch. Plain chiffon fabric is chosen by the students to make the dress more visible.
position fitting factor, because the motif on the fabric can affect the vision.

Considering the problems: (1) the pattern of the dress without the waist on the front pattern, the waist position is more inward, (2) the size of bust line and hips line are very different from the waist line, (3) the wise grain influences on the cutting of the dress, (4) characteristic chiffon fabric that does not stretching, and (5) some shortcomings and advantages basic pattern of women that have been described above, it is necessary in the analysis of the pattern of the dress to know fitting factor, pattern system, and wise grain. Based on the above, it is deemed necessary to research on “Analysis of Pattern of Body Fitting Dress Without Waist Dart on Chiffon Fabrics”.

The focus of this study was the object of the body fitting dress without the front waist on the model dress I, the model dress II, and the Model dress III, covering: (1) dress fitting factor, (2) system pattern of the dress without waist on the front, and (3) position of wise grain chiffon fabric.

Theoretical benefit of research is to develop the science of clothing patterns and types of fabrics suitable for body fitting dress, viewed from the fitting factor and the comfort level of the pattern when worn / used. Practically it can be used as an alternative of selecting the technique of making the dress pattern of body fitting dress according to the type of fabric, fitting factor, comfort level, and position of wise grain chiffon fabric.

A. The Basic Body Pattern of the System

Making basic body pattern is one of the important things in the manufacture of clothing, because if wrong in making basic body pattern, consequently clothing made uncomfortable wear, thus disrupting the activities of the wearer. Patterns are pieces of cloth or paper used to make clothing, the pattern of clothing follows the size of certain body shapes and models, as revealed by Hadijah (2012: 15) Patterns are plagiarisms of ordinary bodies made from paper, used for cutting out one's clothing materials.

Making patterns according to Ernawati (2008: 22) need to consider the following: (1) accuracy in taking the size of the body users, it is supported by accuracy and accuracy in determining the position of points and body lines and analyze the position of point and line of the user body; (2) the ability to determine the correctness of pattern lines, such as the circular line of the sleeve of the arm, the curve of the neck, the shoulder, the side of the body, the sides of the skirt, the shape of the arm, the collar; (3) the accuracy of selecting paper for patterns, such as dorslag paper, paperboard or manila cardboard; (4) the ability and accuracy to mark and annotate each part of the pattern, for example the pattern of the front and back, the mark of wise grain, the mark of wrinkle or pleated, the mark of the camp and the thread, the mark of the seam and so on; and (5) ability and accuracy in storing and archiving patterns.

Making The pattern of clothing begins with the basic pattern, then changed according to the desired model/design. The pattern changed is called a pattern drafting technique. Pattern drafting is a technique for converting basic pattern into models according to design, in pattern drafting can be used various types of basic pattern: body, arms, or skirts.

The basic pattern of the body, made by subtraction on a particular part so as to form a pattern corresponding to one's body shape. As for how to make the pattern: (1) making basic pattern so-en system, (2) dart reduction, ie: neck dart, armscye dart, side dart, waist dart, center back induction (TB), and (3) making pattern drafting dresses according to the design.

B. Dress Pattern of Body Fitting

Dress Pattern of body fitting is the result of pattern drafting of the basic body pattern. The pattern of the body consists of: (1) the pattern of the front has dart located on the side of the body, waist dart, and neck dart, and (2) the pattern of the back has waist dart, dart on the back width, and dart or indentation the center back.

Dart is a folding of sewn garments, generally stitched longitudinally at the waist, to gain clothing and body shapes. Dart is a simple, simple triangular suture, but it has a big impact on the stitches. Dart or indentation clothes can give a sense of confidence, because women always want to look perfect with clothes (Fitinline 2013).

According to Smith (2009, 106) Dart is used to form cloth clothing so as to suit the outline/body line shape, some dart are sewn using straight seam lines and other dart sewn using a little curved line, it was also revealed by Maynard (2010 : 98) that dart is used in the manufacture of clothing to give shape and make fitting clothing is used. So also according to Zulfaturochmah (2013: 20) that the function dart is so that the clothing created can be in accordance with the form of the wearer's body, in addition it is used to change the model to suit the desired.

All opinions above concluded that dart is a small triangular shape stitched using a straight seam line and a curved stitching line contained in the clothing, has a function to form a fashion so that in accordance with the body shape and comfortable/fit to use, forming a silhouette and gives a slim effect, and can disguise the shape of the body that is less attractive so as to increase confidence in the wearer. Besides, the fabric is stitched neatly, not wrinkled and not wavy, as expressed Wancik (2005: 35) side dart should be made so that clothes used beautifully viewed that can support the beauty of the body that uses the clothes. Dart in clothing is an important part, so it should not be eliminated. Wancik (2005: 35) states darts may be changed or not used if: (1) moved elsewhere, becomes wrinkles or becomes an ornamental line, (2) the material used has a high stretchy level such as t-shirts, (3) clothing model Loose, and (4) fabric used smooth and slippery. Jing-Jing Fang (2008) states "darts in a different location can reduce the total area difference between the flattening undevelopable surface and the original curved surface”.

Darts are folds on garments sewn longitudinally across the bust, waist, shoulder or other part. According to its location, kuplat can be placed anywhere in accordance with the wishes and designs to be made. Dart on women's clothing varies widely: shoulder dart, center dart, bust dart, waist dart and french dart, contour or double -pointed dart, and elbow dart. These all lines can be changed position or shape according to the desired models.
Fabrically made fabrics consist of two-way threads namely, direction of warp and feed yarn. The warp yarns are threads arranged straight vertically while the feed yarn is a yarn arranged horizontally on a fabric. The two parts of the yarn cross each other to form a webbing (Admin, 2015). However, if you want the direction of yarn fabric that diagonal / then cut the material (cloth) with the true bias by folding material or cloth with 45° angle.

Placing the pattern on the cut can be in accordance with the Length Wise Grain, Cross Wise Grain, true bias or adjusted to the design or style of the desired material.

The nature of the fiber direction of the fabric is different, the cross wise grain more stretch than the length wise grain, the true bias is more stretch than the true bias, so that when compared between the three wise grain, the true bias most stretch. Wancik (2007: 13) reveals: "fabrics with true bias are more flexible than cloth from Length Wise Grain ".

At the time of pattern placement for the body fitting dress, placed in accordance with the length wise grain, it is intended that the dress to be sewn, the result is fitting, comfortable and neat.

E. Chiffon Fabric

Textiles/ fabrics derived from natural and synthetic materials, or mixtures of both types of materials. Textiles are webbing between longitudinal and transverse threads. The longitudinal thread is also called the warp. While the transverse yarn is also called the feed yarn/filling/Pick. The warp thread is a parallel thread mounted on top of the machine, while the thread of feed is the thread that runs left and right through the warp thread, the warp yarn and the crosslinked yarn in such a way as to form a webbing that binds to each other (Ananta, 2009).

Textiles by type can be classified as follows: (1) based on product type/shape ie: staple fiber, filament fiber, and finished product yarn; (2) based on the type of fabric construction: weaving, knitting, fitting, lace, single yarn, gintir yarn. (3) based on the type of color and motive: plain, colorful, patterned or pictorial; and (4) based on the types of materials they manufacture: natural fibers, artificial fibers and mixed fibers, including: wool, flannel, silk, cotton, rayon, satin, and chiffon.

Chiffon belongs to the kind of fabric construction by way of weaving. "The chiffon fabric is woven in a 'balanced plain weave' pattern in which the lusi yarn and the feed yarn have the same pattern and with the criss-cross pattern design. This woven model is not only the simplest and even the oldest"(Textile Technology 2015). The chiffon fabric woven pattern mentioned above, is a yarn structure that produces woven fabrics belonging to a type of fabric that is not stretch / grain. Chiffon is a versatile fabric and is often used for formal wear, blouse, skirt, scarf, dress, lingerie, pajamas, and evening dress (Textile Technology, 2015).

II. RESEARCH METHODS

The types and approaches of research use qualitative approach. It is intended to be able to explain/describe the object under study in the context of a certain time and situation.
Object and Sources of research data is a product of women’s body fitting clothes made from all body sizes personally (personal size). Samples are three products of women’s dresses made based on the following specifications: (1) product I/dress model I, (2) product II/dress model II, and (3) Product III/dress model III.

Each product consists of 8 pieces of dress, bringing a total of 24 dresses. The data sources in this study were selected or determined sources.

Resource persons or data sources, namely (1) experts in the field of clothing, (2) lecturers of course subjects, and (3) participants/students. Research activities include participating with a view to describe the condition of the object / dress in accordance with participant observation. Participant criteria are people who make a dress so they can know the position/location of the dress fitting point. Technique of data collecting using technique triangulation and source triangulation.

Technique of collecting data using triangulation technique: observation, interview and documentation, and triangulation of source, that is consist of: expert of field of study of fashion woman making techniqueII (TPBW II) lecturer, fashion expert, and participant. The triangulation technique is done by observing the object dress at the time of fitting above dressform.

Data collection through data collectivity, in the form of interview results, observation records documents, and photo dresses. Reduction is done to sort data out of focus of research, which deviates too far or unrelated to (1) formulation of point fitting indicator, (2) pattern pattern formulation of pattern system, and (3) he formulation of the wise grain indicator at the moment of the pattern laying.

Test the validity of research data, considering that the issues raised in this study is a case study on the production method of a clothing, and it can be assumed that the results of this study can be used as enrichment of learning materials of clothing, then to test the validity of the research data determined the standard of credibility and dependability.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Research Result

1. Dress Model I

The dress model I is a one piece sleeveless and without collar with a symmetrical model between the left and right.

The results of research on 8 (eight) dresses of model I, when in fitting on dressform, viewed from the position of fitting factor, namely: the loose neck size, the armseye of the front arm is loose/gaping, the side of the waist wrinkled, and the center back a small part of the dress wrinkled. The position of the dress pattern at the time of cutting chiffon fabric, placed on the the length wise grain, on the waist line, the wise grain tend to be true bias, because the dart folded, then the pattern on the waist line becomes smaller. The results so cutting the dress on the side of the starting hips line to the bottom does not have drapeability. Fitting factor on the other part is included in the fitting criteria.

2. Dress Model II

Dress model II is a one piece dress without sleeves and without collar with asymmetrical model between the left and right chest circumference. Research data on 8 (eight) dress model II, when in fitting on dressform, viewed from position of fitting factor, position of fitting factor of dress on other part is appropriate, but at: Limit of hips line down does not have drapeability, loose neck size (side), The side of the waist is wavy/wrinkled, and the front of the armscyse is loose, the narrow waist line, the shoulders bulging, and the center back is not straight.

Judging from the pattern of the dress, the waist line is not removed/folded, so that the waist line does not jut inside, and not too much difference in position between waist line and bust line or hips line. Position the wise grain material/chiffon fabric, using the length wise grain, so that the waist side wrinkled.

The chiffon fabric can be used on the dress pattern, but the waist dart is still in use, or if using a pattern without the waist dart, a stretch fabric is used.

3. Dress Model III

Model III dress is a one piece of dress without sleeves and without collar, seen the top of the bust line with a symmetrical model between the left and right. Models on the bust line such as bustier.

Position of the dress fitting factor on the other part is appropriate, but at the side of the waist is stil wavy/wrinkled, the side of the dress on the circumference of the hips line down does not have drapeability, as well as on the part of the armscyse is still there waves gaping, bust line still open/gaping, so that the part is fitting, it takes the bust line size I as a measure of control, other things that support the right form, on the bust line be given cup bra, so the position of dress/the bust line is not sagging.

Judging from the pattern of the dress without the waist dart on the front, and the position of the wise grain chiffon fabric, in principle the dress model III is the same as the dress model I and II, which is preferably a dress pattern using the waist dart on the fabric chiffon, if without waist dart, more appropriate use of fabric/materials that are stretch.

The bottom of the dress on the model I dress, model II dress, and model III dress, preferably the circle is not too wide, the widening of the part, when the pattern is issued about 5 cm from the ¼ hip line, or if the dress model wants the bottom width, use the model with a connection at the waist, so that the position of the dress at waist line to the bottom does not have drapeability.

B. Discussion

1. Dress Model I

Viewed from the fitting factor, on the other part included into the criteria fit. But that does not fall within the fitting criteria, which are: (1) Side waist line wavy/wrinkled, (2) the loose front neck size, and (3) The armseye of the front is loose.

The principle of fitting in a clothing is seen from five basic factors, namely the wise grain, construction lines, overall clothing, equilibrium, and ease, as revealed
by Boorady (2011: 344) “Judging fit in fashion apparel involves five basic factors, Grain of the fabric, the construction lines, the set of the garment, the balance and the ease”.

Dress fit body model I by using chiffon pattern, is a fitting dress, meaning not loose and not narrow, but at the waist line, neck size, and armscye, there are still parts that do not fit, because the part is still visible wavy/wrinkled, loose or gaping.

The dress pattern of body fitting without the waist dart, which is a pattern that is folded on a certain part to form the body of a particular body area, the pattern if the front kennel removed/folded (without reducing waist size), not suitable for chiffon fabric.

System dress pattern of the without the front waist dart, the pattern is reduced/folded on the part: the front waist dart, side dart, armscye dart, and on the neck size. While the pattern of the back folded on the back width, on the neck size, and at the center back. The shape of the altered pattern, especially in the pattern of the front waist, looks very different in size between the bust line and the hips line with the waist line.

System dress pattern of the without the front waist dart, when viewed from the type of material, it can be applied to the chiffon fabric, because of its slim, smooth nature. As stated in (Textile Technology, 2015), that chiffon fabrics can be made using cotton, silk, nylon, polyester. Or rayon, is a very soft material, smooth, transparent, light, thin, and thin. But if the dress without the waist dart, less in accordance with chiffon fabric, because the chiffon fabric is included into the type of fabric construction by means of weaving that has no stretch properties.

The position of the dress pattern when cutting the chiffon fabric, placed on the length wise grain, while the waist more indented inward, so that in this section wavy/wrinkled. It is because the length wise grain does not stretch like true bias. This is in accordance with the nature of the direction of the wise grain, the true bias is more stretch, compared with the length wise grain, or the cross wise grain, when compared between the three wise grains. The most stretch true bias, as expressed by Wancik (2007: 13) that, "fabrics with true bias are more flexible than length wise grain”.

Thus, the model dress I uses a pattern without waist dart on the chiffon fabric, viewed from the fitting factor on the other side according to the fitting factor, but the waist line, neck size, and armscye, do not match the fitting factor. Judging from the pattern of and wise grain, should use the waist dart, because the chiffon fabric is included into the type of fabric construction by way of weaving so it does not elongate. Ranging from the waist line to the bottom dress, the direction of the chiffon fabric is increasingly toward the periphery, so the result so dress on the part does not have drapeability.

Specifi cally, fitting refers when the clothes are hanging worn from the shoulders to the ends of the clothing looks smooth, and not wrinkled and loose/wavy, not binding, interested, twisted, or sticky to the body when standing. The fitting clothing is that if there is movement by the wearer, there is no tension in the fabric (the wise grain are attracted), and the user feels comfortable without having to think about and interfere with the user's activity (Boorady, 2011: 345).

Judging from the system of patterns, that the pattern of the dress should still wear the waist dart, so the difference in waist position is not indented in. Making body fitting dress required some kind of size, namely: bust line, waist line, hips line, side length, neck size, shoulder, nape to waist, back width, chest, neck to waist, the height of the bust, the armscye, and the length of the dress. The size is in accordance with the dress model. According to Ernawati (2008: 221) the quality of clothing patterns will be determined by several things, including: accuracy in taking the user's body size, precision and accuracy in determining the position of the fitting point and body line and analyzing the position of the point and line of the wearer's body, and the ability to determine the truth pattern lines, such as the line of the armscye, the curve of the neckline, the shoulder, the side of the body, the side of the skirt, the shape of the arm, the collar and so forth.

Pattern of the dress placed on the wise grain of chiffon fabric, so that on the side of the waist wavy/wrinkled. Chiffon fabric can be used on the dress pattern, but the waist dart is still used, if without the waist dart should use a stretch fabric. The waist line and the bottom circumference of the dress are very different in size, so the sides of the hips line of the downward do not go along. Certainly the condition is due to wise grain dress from the waist to the lower circumference tend to diagonal, in accordance with the nature of the fiber cloth direction, that the true bias has a higher degree of stretching compared with the length wise grain (Wancik, 2007: 13).

Thus, the model II dress, fitting factor on the neck size, armscye, and the waist line side are not included in the fitting criteria. Judging from the system of patterns, that the pattern of the dress should still wear waist dart. The position of the wise grain of the chiffon fabric uses the length wise grain, so that the waist dart is not to be removed, if without the waist dart should use a stretch fabric.

3. Dress Model III

Fitting factor dress model III, on the side of the waist is still wavy/wrinkled, armscye is wavy/gaping, and the chest still open gaping. In these sections, not in accordance with the criteria of fitting factor, especially in the bust line, for that required bust line size I as a measure of control, other things that support to fit the shape, in that section needs to be given bra cup (padding/foam for Bra), the cup function on the bra is to support the part so that the position remains firm and stable. (Meilankiky, 2011). Appropriate clothing is not wrinkled and not loose bumpy, unbinding, interested, twisted, or attached to the body when standing. (Boorady, 2011: 345).
Judging from the pattern system, and wise grain, model dress III with pattern on chiffon fabric, it is better to use waist dart, but if you want without waist dart, use fabric/material that is stretch. On the dress side of the hips line down the fabric position has no drapeability, because the wise grain in this section tends toward the same diagonal as the dress model I and model II.

Thus the dress model III, on the other hand according to the fitting factor, but not in accordance with the fitting factor criteria on the part: the waist side is still wavy/wrinkled, armscye wavy/gaping, wise grain position from the side of the hips line down has no drapeability, and The bust part is still open/gaping. In order to fit the bust section, then on the part should be given a cup bra. Judging from the pattern and wise grain system, you should use waist dart, but if you want without waist dart, use fabric/material that is stretch.

In general, the dress model I to model III, viewed from the fitting factor, the parts that do not fit are: (1) the neck line, (2) the side waist, and (3) the armscye. Judging from the pattern system, the waist should be used on the dress fit body. According to Smith (2009, 106) dart is used to form cloth / clothing so as to suit the outline / line of body shape, it is also revealed by Maynard (2010: 98) that darts used in the manufacture of clothing to give shape and make clothing fit to use. As according to Zulfaturochmah (2013: 20) that the dart function is to make clothing that is made to be in accordance with the shape of the wearer's body, in addition it is used to change the model to fit the desired. Dart in clothing is an important part, so dart should not be removed. Wancik (2005: 35) states darts can be changed or not used if: (1) moved elsewhere, becomes wrinkles or become decorative lines, (2) the material used has a high stretchity like shirt, (3) clothing model Loose, and (4) the fabric used is limp and slippery. For the model III dress, use the bust line I control size, and the bra cup on the bust section.

Judging from wise grain, can use length wise grain if the pattern using waist dart, if without waist dart, you should use a stretch fabric. The result is also related to the dress side portion of the hips line downward does not have drapeability, so the drapeability result should be the bottom circumference of the dress, the circle is not too wide, the widening of the part, when the pattern is issued about 5 cm from the line ¼ hips line, or If Want the width of the design should preferably have a piece/connection on the waist.

IV. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

A. Conclusion

Dress model I viewed from: (1) position fitting factor dress, not fit on the waist line, neck size, and armscye, but on the other fitting; (2) in terms of the pattern system, preferably using waist darts on the front; and (3) in terms of wise grain chiffon use length wise grain. As well as the wise grain chiffon position from the waist line until the bottom of the dress position is increasingly towards the periphery, so the result is cutting/falling dress on the side of the hips line down not having drapeability.

Dress model II is viewed from: (1) the position of fitting factor dress, not fit on the fitting factor on the waist line, neck size, and armscye, but on other parts according to fitting factor; (2) in terms of the pattern system, it is preferable to use waist darts on the front, and (3) in view of the wise grain position of the chiffon fabric, used in length wise grain. Wise grain from the waist down is more oblique, so cutting/fall of the dress on the side starting hips line down does not have drapeability.

Dress model III is viewed from: (1) position fitting factor dress, according to fitting factor, but not appropriate fitting factor in part: waist line, bust line, and armscye. In order to fit the bust section, then on the part should be given a cup bra; (2) in terms of pattern system, it is best to use waist dart on the front, if you want without waist dart, use fabric / material that is stretch; and (3) viewed from the position of wise grain, used wise length wise grain. Cutting fall of the dress on the side starting hips line down not have drapeability, because the wise grain from the waist down more oblique.

B. Suggestion

Suggestions to be described related to the research results and conclusions above, as for the suggestions submitted, are as follows:
Of body fitting dress without waist dart, used: (1) for fabrics of stretch, (2) when using non-stretch fabrics such as chiffon or other fabrics, preferably using patterns with waist darts, and (3) besides it can be used chiffon or other fabric with true bias position, ie when cutting pattern is positioned to true bias.

The width of the lower girth of the dress can be formed according to the model, by means of the model having cuts / joints at the waist, so that at the bottom can be formed wider than A line or half circle.

In order to form armseye and neck fitting size, seam about 6 cm should be given in the section. Wise grain on the armseye or neck size section tends to be oblique, when given the sewing treatment, the part will be widened/wavy, with wide seam on the armseye or neck size, then the location of the stitch will be far from the edge of the fabric, so the shape of armseye or neck size will be stable (according to pattern size). After the stitching is diluted/cut, the result is about ½ cm-1 cm.
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